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Introduction
National governments, intergovernmental organizations and civil society
urgently need to assess how concentration in the agri-food sector is impacting
farmers, food security, nutrition, and sustainability. While agricultural
companies have been consolidating for a long time, concentration has been
rapidly increasing since the 1980s. Mergers and acquisitions (M&As) in every
part of the industrial food chain reached a new peak in 2015, leading global
food and agriculture into a new era of uncertainty.
According to classical economic theory, M&As are a normal stage in any
company’s growth that allows companies to become more efficient by
combining resources. For example, by pooling the capital they need to
develop new technologies, companies like Monsanto and DuPont claim that
M&As let them better address sustainability, climate change, population
growth and changing consumer demand.
However, the sudden increase of mega-mergers in the agri-food sector
represents a power shift that impacts farm and food chain workers,
consumers, rural communities, and shapes the political economy of food
systems. This report investigates these M&As based on a concern for the
highly unequal power relations in industrial food systems. In our analysis, the
industrial food system allows only a limited number of actors to accumulate
wealth, reinforcing their economic and political power and their influence
on the agri-food system.
As regulators consider the current increase of M&As in the agri-food sector
and those likely to follow, it is crucial to question the logic and benefits of
concentration. We must ask why these deals are occurring now, what new
forms consolidation is taking, and what the risks and impacts are of further
concentration in the food system.

4

What is concentration and how does how does it occur?
Concentration refers to the share of market sales held by the largest firms. While the percentage
varies, a market is generally deemed an oligopoly and no longer competitive when four firms
control more than 40% of the market in one sector.1 Above the 40% mark, concentration makes it
hard for new and smaller companies to enter the market.
While market concentration can occur in many ways, highly-publicized mergers and acquisitions
are the most visible, i.e. when companies opt to merge horizontally or vertically, allowing them to
control a larger portion of the market (see figure 1).
FIGURE 1
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In addition to M&As, there are numerous formal and informal ways
concentration can occur. Inter-firm agreements, such as strategic alliances,
contracting arrangements and joint ventures are less visible than mergers
but just as effective ways to control the market.2
Joint ventures are similar to mergers: they aim to source materials together
or share R&D costs. For example, John Deere, the world’s leading farm
machinery company, has joint ventures with all six of the dominant seed/
pesticide companies to expand its precision farming platform. The goal of
these alliances is for a few companies to gain control over a wide range of
agricultural inputs, which can allow them to play a major role in determining
seed varieties, chemical inputs, irrigation techniques and even the type of
crop insurance available to farmers.
Companies may also seek to establish explicit or implicit cartels, in which
a group of firms engages in price-fixing, market-dividing agreements or
other reciprocal arrangements. Within the fertilizer industry, for example,
a small number of companies have quietly cooperated on industry prices
throughout the past century.3 Similarly, international grain trading companies
have maintained de facto cartel arrangements since the 1950s.4 However,
while fertilizer companies and commodity traders are most commonly
named in this context, every sector in the industrial food chain is currently
or has recently been structured under oligopolistic conditions.
Oligopolistic markets are less competitive and more likely to allow collusion
and coercive behaviour.5 Oligopolies maintain their positions by creating
barriers to entry for new firms and establishing mutually beneficial pricing
arrangements. These arrangements between top firms are more common
than outright cartels and are harder to identify because companies are
officially in competition and are not acting explicitly for mutual advantage.
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What drives mergers & acquisitions?
Across all sectors, M&As are considered the primary way to survive and thrive in highly
competitive globalized markets. Corporations tend to justify M&A deals in order to
maximize shareholder value, protect and increase market share, expand to new geographical
markets, acquire new technologies, services, and intellectual property, as well as to gain
control over supply chains.6
Recently, market conditions have become more favourable to M&A activity, with recordbreaking stock market growth and low interest rates encouraging these deals. Corporate
profits have risen accordingly: in the US, for example, company profits are at their highest
level as a share of national income since 1929. In comparison, across industrialized
economies, labour’s share of national income has dropped from 76 to 66% since 1980.7
Market conditions have been especially ripe for concentration in the agri-food sector.
After the 2007-8 financial crisis, investors rushed to agricultural commodities – land in
particular – driving up farmland prices. Rather than buying land as an immediate source
for food production, investors purchased property to diversify their portfolios in order to
protect themselves against risks taken in other financial markets.8
Emerging economies have added a new dimension to consolidation trends. Historically,
corporate consolidation in the agri-food sector has been greatest in North America
and Europe, where food and agricultural markets are less heavily regulated by national
governments. However, by 2020, more than half of global GDP growth is expected
to come from countries outside of the global North. As a result, agri-food firms are
increasing their focus on emerging markets where rising incomes, population growth
and urbanization are causing dramatic increases in demand for consumer goods, animal
proteins and processed foods.9
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Sector Summaries: What Does
Corporate Concentration Look Like?
Corporate concentration is occurring throughout the entire industrial food chain:
seeds, agrochemicals, fertilizers, livestock genetics, animal pharmaceuticals, and
farm machinery. All the inputs that farmers need to grow food, feed, and fuel are
experiencing significant concentration within sectors, as well as ever-increasing
linkages between sectors. Commodity traders, food and beverage processors and
food retailers are going through similar changes.
A 2011 study by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) examined global market
concentration over a 15-year period, from 1994-2009, in the five major agricultural
input industries – agrochemicals, seeds, animal pharmaceuticals, animal genetics, and
farm machinery.10 Their research revealed that by 2009, the largest four firms in
each sector accounted for more than 50% of global market sales, well beyond the
40% benchmark of an oligopolistic market.
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1.1 Seeds and Agrochemicals
TOP
10 SEEDS, 2014
TOP 10 SEEDS, 2014
(Data source: ETC, 2015)

The seed industry sells commercial crop seeds
(primarily ﬁeld crops and vegetable seeds).

PRE MERGERS
Company
(Headquarters)

Sales in
$US million

% Market
Share

Others
Rijk Zwaan (Netherlands)
Sakata Seed (Japan)
DLF (formerly DLF-Trifolium) (Denmark)
Bayer CropScience (Germany)
KWS Saat (Germany)
Dow (USA)
Vilmorin & Cie (France)

408
500
546
1467
1512
1604
1770

1%
1.2%
1.3%
3.6%
3.7%
4%
4.4%

Syngenta (Switzerland)

3155

7.8%

DuPont [Pioneer] (USA)

7568

18.7%

12207

26.5%

POST MERGERS (PRO FORMA)
Monsanto (USA)
% Market
Share
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Sales in
$US million

Company
(Headquarters)

0.7%
1.0%
1.0%
1.2%
1.3%
3.7%
4.4%
7.8%

276
400
408
500
546
1512
1770
3155

Others
Florimond Desprez (France)
Takii & Co (Japan)
Rijk Zwaan (Netherlands)
Sakata Seed (Japan)
DLF (formerly DLF-Trifolium) (Denmark)
KWS Saat (Germany)
Vilmorin & Cie (France)
Syngenta (Switzerland)

22.7%

9172

Dow- DuPont

30.1%

13,674

Monsanto- Bayer CropScience

TOP TOP
10 AGROCHEMICAL
COMPANIES, 2014
10 AGROCHEMICAL COMPANIES, 2014
(Data source: ETC, 2015)

The agrochemical sector manufactures and sells crop chemicals or pesticides
(including herbicides, insecticides and fungicides) used on agricultural crops.
PRE MERGERS
Company
(Headquarters)

Sales in
$US million

% Market
Share

Others
FMC
Arysta LifeScience (France)
Nufarm (Australia)
ADAMA (Israel) (ChemChina subsidiary)
DuPont (USA)

2,174
2200
2,281
3,221
3,728

3,9
3,9
4,1
5,7
6,6

Monsanto (USA)

5,115

9,1

Dow AgroSciences (USA)

5,686

10,1

BASF (Germany)

7,239

12,9

Bayer CropScience (Germany)

10,252

18,3

Syngenta (Switzerland)

11,381

20,3%

POST MERGERS (PRO FORMA)
Company
(Headquarters)

Revenue in
$US million

% Market
Share

Others
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BASF

7,239

12.9%

DuPont-Dow AgroSciences

9,414

16.8%

Syngenta-ChemChina
(including ADAMA and Sanonda)

15,102

26.9%

Bayer CropScience-Monsanto

15,367

27.4%

The seed industry is intimately linked to the world’s largest agrochemical companies.
Six firms currently control 60% of the global seed market and 75% of the global
pesticide market. If the 2017 proposed mergers go through, just three companies will
control most of this $100 billion industry.11
The integration of seed and agrochemical companies began nearly a century ago, and
by 2009, thousands of once-independent seed companies, along with hundreds of
pesticide companies and biotech start-ups, had become the six corporations that
continue to own most of today’s industry.12
Of all sectors, the seed industry has experienced the fastest rate of concentration,
causing a paradigm shift away from farmer-led seed saving traditions and community
and regional seed breeding practices.
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1.2 Fertilizers

TOP
8 FERTILIZERCOMPANIES,
COMPANIES,2014
2014
TOP
8 FERTILIZER
(Data source: ETC, 2015)

The fertilizer industry manufactures and sells inorganic, synthetic fertilizers.
The three main agricultural fertilizer nutrients are nitrogen,
phosphate and potash (or potassium).

Sinofert Holdings Ltd. (China)
4,592 mil.US$
2.5%

Agrium Inc. (Canada)
9,494 mil.US$
5.2%
The Mosaic Company (USA)
9,056 mil.US$
4.9%

Yara (Norway)
12,794 mil.US$
7.0%
Israel Chemicals Ltd. (ICL) (Israel)
3,400 mil.US$
1.9%
CF Industries (CFI) (USA)
4,743 mil.US$
2.6%
PotashCorp (Canada)
7,115 mil.US$
3.9%

Uralkali (Russia)
3,559 mil.US$
1.9%

Others
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In 2014, the fertilizer industry boasted an annual revenue of $183 billion, with the
top eight companies accounting for 29.9% of the global market share.13
Setting it apart from other sectors, the fertilizer industry is driven by the need
for raw materials that are often state-controlled, such as minerals and natural
gases. As a result, the sector has historically been structured around governmentsanctioned export cartels based on the types of raw materials located within their
borders. Canada, China, the United States, India, and Russia control over 50% of
the world’s production of the primary materials used in fertilizers. Within each of
these countries, except China, the top four firms control over half of the national
fertilizer market.14
Given the capital-intensive nature of the fertilizer industry, firms have been especially
motivated to consolidate in order to benefit from economies of scale. The resulting
concentration has allowed for questionable pricing practices. For example, when
oil and agricultural commodity prices rose 1.5-1.9 times in 2007-2008, fertilizer
companies used this increase to justify – in some cases – tripling their prices.15
Higher fertilizer prices sparked increased M&A activity. However, the simultaneous
production boost in the fertilizer industry led to an oversupply and a sharp drop in
fertilizer prices in 2010 and again between 2014 and 2016.16 In early 2016, fertilizer
prices fell below the price of seeds for the first time since 2002,17 reducing the
pursuit of M&As because annual profit margins were lower.
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Hernandez, M. A., and Torero, M., 2013. Market concentration and pricing behavior in the fertilizer industry: a global
approach. Agricultural Economics, 44.6 (2013): 723-734.
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Terazono, Emiko, 2016b. Fertilizer price declines hit M&A among crop nutrient groups. The Financial Times, April 6. URL
https://www.ft.com/content/a53de630-fb50-11e5-b3f6-11d5706b613b
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Purdue University Centre for Commercial Agriculture, 2016. Purdue Agricultural Economics Report, December 2016.

1.3 Livestock Genetics
TOP 6 LIVESTOCK BREEDING/GENETICS COMPANIES, 2014

TOP 6 LIVESTOCK BREEDING/GENETICS COMPANIES, 2014
(Data source: ETC, 2015)

The industrial livestock breeding sector focuses on genetic improvements and
reproductive technologies for animal agriculture, including aquaculture and seafood.

Company
(Headquarters)

14

Sales in
$US million

Genus, plc (UK)
Groupe Grimaud (France)

$613
$300

WH Group (Hong Kong)

$22,240

Tyson Foods – (Cobb-Vantress Inc.) (US)

$37,580

Charoen Pokphand Group (Thailand)

$13,079

EW Group GmbH / Aviagen (Germany)

$66

Like most other agricultural sectors, the livestock-breeding industry has seen
significant concentration since the 1980s. In the case of poultry, pigs, cattle and
aquaculture, seven firms dominate the livestock genetics sector and are further
concentrated within the markets for most major species. For example, globally, two
companies control an estimated 90% of layer poultry genetics, and three leading pig
breeders supply nearly all pig stock worldwide.
The increasingly industrial nature of the livestock sector – especially the‘Concentrated
Animal Feeding Operations’ (CAFOs) that are the norm in North America and
beyond – is driving the pursuit for economies of scale and vertical integration.18
Industrially farmed animals require high-protein feeds, veterinary drugs and climatecontrolled, bio-secure facilities. Breeding stock comes from a small selection of
highly uniform breeds and depends on the availability of specific pharmaceuticals
to maximize production and to control the spread of disease. This dependence
on a narrow selection of breeding stock has paved the way for greater integration
between livestock genetics and animal pharmaceutical providers. Furthermore, food
safety and animal slaughtering regulations encourage consolidation as a means to
comply more efficiently.
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IPES-Food, 2016. From uniformity to diversity: a paradigm shift from industrial agriculture to diversified agroecological
systems. International Panel of Experts on Sustainable Food Systems, Brussels; Weis, T., 2013. The ecological hoofprint:
The global burden of industrial livestock. London: Zed Books Ltd.

1.4 Animal Pharmaceuticals
TOP 10 ANIMAL PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES, 2014

TOP 10 ANIMAL PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES, 2014
(Data source: ETC, 2015)

The animal pharmaceutical industry sells commercial products for livestock
productivity/health and companion animal (pet) health, including medicines and vaccines,
diagnostics, medical devices, nutritional supplements, veterinary and other related
services. (This sector does not include livestock feed and pet food products.)

Company
(Headquarters)

Sales in
$US million

% Market
Share

Others
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Vetoquinol (France)
Phibro Animal Health (US)
Ceva Sante Animale (France)
Virbac Group (France)

$419
$692
$1,018
$1,027

1.75%
2.9%
4.3%
4.3%

Boehringer Ingelheim (Germany)

$1,502

6,3%

Bayer AH (Germany)

$1,752

Eli Lilly/Elanco (+ Novartis AH) (USA)

$2,347

10%

Sanoﬁ/Merial AH (France)

$2,759

11.5%

Merck/MSD AH (US)

$3,454

14.5%

Zoetis (US) (formerly Pﬁzer AH)

$4,785

20%

M&A activity in the animal pharmaceutical industry has dramatically increased in
recent years, and in 2014, eight firms accounted for nearly 80% of industry sales.19
Consolidation among firms has been extensive enough to spark anti-trust concerns,
even requiring companies to sell some assets to pursue other deals.20
The relatively small size of the animal pharmaceutical sector may suggest that these
companies have little power to influence food systems. At just under $24 billion,
the sector has the smallest global market of all the agri-food industries, except
livestock genetics. However, the relationships that animal pharmaceutical companies
have with livestock producers, packers, retailers, and food companies have allowed
the industry to influence policies that govern food safety, animal welfare, and
antimicrobial resistance.21
Like in the seed industry, in addition to M&As, consolidation is also taking the shape
of inter-firm agreements between leading global firms. Geographically-targeted
M&As are also on the rise, along with other structural arrangements by newer
industry players, including Chinese-based firms wishing to gain better access to
American and European markets.
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1.5 Farm Machinery
TOP
COMPANIES,2014
2014
TOP10
10FARM
FARM MACHINERY
MACHINERY COMPANIES,
(Data source: ETC, 2015)
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Others

4.6
2.1
1.5
1.4
1.2
1.1
5,191
2,380
1,688
1,609
1,382
1,197
CLAAS (Germany)
Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd. (India)
Iseki (Japan)
Same Deutz-Fahr (Italy)
Bucher (Kuhn Group) (Switzerland)
YTO Group (China)

8.8
Kubota (Japan) 10,014

8.5

13.3
CNH Industrial (Netherlands) 15,204

Company
(Headquarters)

9,724

23.1

Sales in
$US million

AGCO (USA)

% Market
Share

Deere & Co. (USA) 26,380

The farm machinery sector manufactures equipment used in the context of agriculture.
This includes, for example, tractors, haying and harvesting machinery and equipment
used for planting, fertilising, plowing, cultivating, irrigating, spraying, etc.

The global farm machinery market has seen similar trends of concentration and
represents an even bigger industry in terms of total sales, estimated at nearly $114
billion. The three largest farm machinery companies accounted for almost half of
global farm machinery sales in 2014.22 That same year, Deere’s farm machinery
sales – despite being down significantly from just a year earlier – topped $26 billion,
an amount nearly equal to the combined seed sales of the top six seed companies.
Vertical integration between other input industries and the farm machinery sector
is well advanced, with Big Data opening the door towards increasingly consolidated
offerings to farmers. For example – tractors, combines and sprayers now have digital
tools such as remote sensing, aerial imaging and wireless data servers. These tools
provide prescriptions for how, where and when farmers should irrigate, fertilize,
plant seeds and apply pesticides. Newer agricultural equipment such as driverless
tractors and drones also rely heavily on digital input.23 While seed and pesticide
companies have rushed to develop and control data on soil, weather and crop yields,
machinery companies have begun to lead a new wave of farm input integration
through data-driven technologies.
Further consolidation in this sector may be in the works. To compete with Deere,
some analysts suggest that the five other leading machinery companies may seek
to merge with one another. Other analysts believe the more likely scenario is for
the leading firms to acquire smaller manufacturing companies to drive revenue
growth.24 Speculation has also risen around the possibility of Deere seeking to
transform its strategic alliances with the top six seed companies into an acquisition.
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Inagaki, K., 2015. Yamaha aims to unlock US and EU markets with agricultural drone. Financial Times, 05 July 2015. URL
https://next.ft.com/content/626684e2-2181-11e5-aa5a-398b2169cf79.
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Rabobank, 2015. Contraction Today, Consolidation Tomorrow? September 2015. URL https://research.rabobank.com/far/
en/sectors/farm-inputs/contraction_today.html.
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ConAgra Foods (USA) - $15,844
Marubeni (Japan) - $12,643

Temasek – Olam Group (Singapore) - $19,442

Associated British Foods (UK) - $21,100

Glencore Xstrata (Switzerland) - $25,821

Itochu Intl. (Japan) - $32,402

1ST TIER
AG COMMODITY TRADERS

ADM (Archer Daniels Midland) (USA) - $81,201

COFCO Group
(China National Cereals,
Oils and Foodstuﬀs)
(China) - $63,300

Bunge (USA) - $57,161

Louis Dreyfus
Commodities
(France) - $64,700

Wilmar International Ltd.
(Singapore) - $43,085

Cargill (USA) - $134,900

1.6 Agriculture Commodity Traders

TOP
TRADERS
COMPANIES,
2014
TOPAGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL COMMODITY
COMMODITY TRADERS
COMPANIES,
2014
(Data source: ETC, 2015)

The world’s largest agricultural commodity traders are diversiﬁed ﬁrms that
produce, process, transport, ﬁnance and trade food and agricultural
commodities (food, feed and biofuels) on a global scale.

2ND TIER
AG COMMODITY TRADERS

Company
(Headquarters)
- Sales in
$US million

In 2016, the six leading agricultural commodity traders, also known as ‘First Tier’
companies, had combined revenues of $444 billion, far exceeding the combined
global market value for seeds, pesticides, farm equipment and fertilizers.
As with many other sectors, the dominant companies are privately held businesses
with proprietary data, making comprehensive industry analysis challenging.
Nonetheless, the available estimates suggest that commodity trade is one of the
most concentrated sectors of the industrial food chain. Historically, four major
corporations called the ‘ABCD’: Archer Daniels Midland (ADM), Bunge, Cargill and
Louis Dreyfus Commodities, are estimated to account for up to 90% of the global
grain trade.25
More recently, new players have come into the market, consolidating their positions
with a flurry of M&A activity. Several Asia-based commodity giants have emerged as
primary competitors to the ABCD.
The sector is changing in other ways. Traders increasingly depend on Big Data
technologies for commodity transactions and market speculation. Climate change
and the use of new technologies have caused some of the traders’ traditional
speculation methods to be less useful today, while the information owned by
companies like Deere or Monsanto have become more relevant.
Today, the old-time grain traders also deal with a much wider variety of food and
agricultural commodities than they have historically. The ABCD companies are now
often landowners, input suppliers, livestock producers, processors, bulk commodity
shippers, investors and more.26 Simultaneously, new players are entering the
agricultural commodity arena, including mineral, fuel, and forest product commodity
traders and along with the ever more concentrated maritime container shipping
industry. The net effect of these changes is that food commodities are combined
with base metals and fuels into multi-commodity transactions.27
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1.7 Food and Beverage Processors
TOP 10 FOOD & BEVERAGE COMPANIES, 2014

TOP 10 FOOD & BEVERAGE COMPANIES, 2014
(Data source: ETC, 2015)

The food and beverage industry focuses on the post-harvest processing of raw
agricultural commodities into products – both foodstuﬀs and feedstuﬀs for
human and animal consumption.

Company
(Headquarters)
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Sales in
$US billions

% Market
Share

Mars

$33.0

6.7%

Cargill

$33.7

6.8%

Mondelez

$34.2

6.9%

Tyson

$37.6

7.6%

ADM

$43.2

8.7%

Coca-Cola

$46.0

9.3%

JBS

$52.6

10.6%

PepsiCo

$66.6

13.5%

Nestlé

$72.2

14.6%

Anheuser-Busch In-Bev
+ SABMiller (pro forma)

$75.0

15.2%

The top 10 F&B companies, with combined revenues of $494 billion in 2014,28
account for nearly 40% of the market share of the world’s top 100 food companies,
exceeding the combined value of the seed, agrochemical, farm equipment, fertilizer
and animal pharmaceutical sectors.
A number of trends have accelerated the pace of consolidation in the F&B processing
sector. First, while the largest companies remain profitable, industry growth on the
whole has been slow. The sector has responded by moving towards consolidation,
including major M&As, driven both by a desire to capture new markets through
international expansion as well as to attract private equity firms.
The sector has also been restructured in response to a new generation of consumer
preference for unprocessed foods. Most large food processing companies have
responded by adding new brands or acquiring brands that are perceived as “healthy,”
“natural” and “organic.”29 Over the past three years, for example, General Mills, Hain
Celestial and Hershey each acquired various natural food brands.
The meat processing subsector offers a further snapshot of recent consolidation
in the industry. Driven by increased protein consumption in emerging economies,
demand for global meat production has significantly increased. The Global South
is playing a lead role: the top 10 global meat processing firms now include two
Brazilian companies and one Chinese industry leader.
Consolidation in the animal processing sector has also changed how livestock
production is organized, driving a de facto consolidation and standardisation of
production, often forcing farmers to enter highly-restrictive and risky contracts
with meat processing firms. In the US, from 1993 to 2010, the share of hogs sold
independently dropped from 87% to around 6%.30
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1.8 Food Retailers
TOPGROCERY
GROCERYRETAILERS,
RETAILERS,2014
2014
TOP
Ranked by Grocery Revenues
(Data source: ETC, 2015)
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Aldi (Germany)

Costco (USA)

Carrefour (France)

Tesco (UK)

Seven & I Co. Ltd. (Japan)

$69.2

$66.4

$47.3

$43.9

$36.8

Company
(Headquarters)

Kroger (USA)
$78.6

Sales in
$US billions

Schwarz Group (Germany)
(Lidl,Kauﬂand)
$82.2

$262.5 Walmart (USA)

Grocery retailers sell perishable and non-perishable foods to consumers via
retail outlets (stores or online). The world’s largest grocery retailers sell
non-food products (i.e., non- edible grocery) along with food.

In 2012, the value of global retail spending on food was $4 trillion.31 The world’s
top ten grocery retailers accounted for nearly 30% of total grocery sales that year,
while the leading three retail companies – Walmart, Schwarz Group and Kroger –
represented 5.6% of global grocery spending.32
While there appears to be a smaller degree of concentration in the global food
retail industry compared to other sectors, markets are highly concentrated on a
regional level. For example, in 2011, the largest five retailers in thirteen EU member
states had a combined market share of over 60%.33 Unlike agricultural inputs or
raw materials, most people buy groceries close to home, so the concentration of
retailers in a region is what matters in terms of food choice.
A growing trend is the rise of online grocery shopping, with three of the world’s top
eight grocery retailers – Walmart, Tesco, and Costco – now also among the world’s
top e-retailers.34 Online grocery shopping represents a global average of 3.9% of
national grocery sales. While this percentage appears minimal, analysts highlight that
a 1% increase in online grocery sales in the US represents $7 billion.35 A 2015 study
from IGD claims that China is the world’s biggest market for online groceries –
valued at $41 billion in 2015 and predicted to grow to $178 billion in 2020.36
Recently, Amazon’s use of Big Data to track consumer shopping habits and
preferences has investors speculating that the company could become one of the
world’s top 10 food retailers within a decade.The company already offers cell phone
applications and online systems for ordering groceries and will soon expand to
restaurant delivery along with its own brand of prepared meals. Amazon is also
experimenting with cashier-less and sensor-based supermarkets integrated with its
online customer platform, a development likely to impact its recent acquisition of
Whole Foods and the grocery industry at large.
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Consequences of Concentration
Farmer income and autonomy diminishes

While industry consolidation is celebrated for creating efficiency, this has not meant
lower input costs or greater choice for farmers. For example, from 1990-2015, US
seed prices rose twice as fast as the price farmers received for their crops,37 and
in the EU, farm input costs increased by almost 40% between 2000 and 2010.38 The
current flood of mergers is likely to intensify these trends. One estimate suggests
that seed prices for corn and soy could increase as much as 6% as a result of the
Dow-DuPont and Bayer-Monsanto mergers.39
Industry consolidation means that farmers have limited buyer options for their
products. Livestock farmers, for example, are increasingly entering into restrictive
production contracts with major meat processors. These contracts generally
determine how animals are raised, what type of feed and pharmaceutical products
are used, who provides them, and the price farmers will receive. Almost 90% of
chicken farmers in the US operate under such contracts – up from less than 10%
in the 1950s.40
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Farmers are also becoming more vulnerable to sudden shifts in sourcing policies.41
For example, Chile’s salmon industry was nearly destroyed in 2015 after Costco
drastically reduced imports in response to concerns regarding the over-use of
antibiotics by Chilean producers.42 Supply changes like these may reflect muchneeded attention to sustainability. However, the necessary transition towards
sustainable farming practices is unlikely to occur in a global context where farmers
lack predictability and decision-making power to such an extent that they may be
forced out of farming altogether.
Another impact on farmer autonomy is Big Data’s role in the equipment that
companies offer. Farmers have been collecting information for 10,000 years for their
own use, to share with their communities, and more recently, to give to researchers
to analyze. However, many on-farm devices now transfer data wirelessly to
corporate servers – often with limited farmer knowledge. These industry practices
raise questions about the ethical use of Big Data analytics and ownership, and whose
interests Big Data is ultimately serving.
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Corporate commitment to innovation and sustainability dwindles
Industry leaders claim that the pooled resources of increasingly consolidated agribusiness
firms are key to creating a dynamic innovation climate. Indeed, industry research and
development spending is significant: in 2013, the combined R&D budgets of the Big Six
agrochemical and seed companies, valued at nearly $7 billion, was six times larger than
the total US Department of Agriculture’s Research and Information budget.43
However, while R&D spending in the agri-food sector is high, the scope remains narrow.
Industry research focuses on crops and technologies with the highest commercial
returns.44
For example, as much as 40% of private breeding research goes to one crop:
maize.45 Those crops that are most important to smallholder farmers in the South, and
for delivering diverse, nutrient-rich diets, are rarely a focus of industry research and
development. As such, while buyouts are often pursued with innovation in mind, this is
primarily in terms of consolidating R&D costs – not increasing the quantity or quality
of innovation.
Start-ups with a greater focus on innovation are often bought up by larger firms
seeking to fill in their own innovation gaps. In the food retail and processing sectors, a
common trend is for dominant firms to buy emerging ‘healthy’ or ‘sustainable’ brands.
These buyouts not only stifle innovation, but also bring in new leadership with different
priorities, often causing smaller firms’ commitment to sustainability to be compromised.
Developments in the organic sector demonstrate these risks. In 1995, the American
organic industry was relatively competitive, with 81 major independent brands on the
market. By 2007, all but 15 of these brands had been acquired by multi-national food
processors.46 As a result of these acquisitions, many brands began using cheaper, less
sustainable ingredients in their products.
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Environmental, public health and labour standards decline
The industrial food system is responsible for widespread environmental impacts,
such as declining pollinator numbers and increasing greenhouse gas emissions, and
industry consolidation is heightening these impacts. Furthermore, consolidation is
contributing to significant erosion of genetic diversity.
For example, the genetic breeding stock publicly available has declined by 75% since
the 1960s.47 In 2012, when rootworms were shown to have become resistant to one
of Monsanto’s Bt corn varieties, scientists proposed slowing the evolving resistance
of corn pests by planting ‘refuge’ areas of non-GM maize.48 However, there was not
enough non-GMO maize seed available.
Food-borne diseases also tend to increase in consolidated livestock farming,
especially with the rise of CAFOs and are intensified through centralized
operations that produce for global value chains, despite attempts to increase
biosecurity and traceability.
Industry consolidation may also be reinforcing labour abuse. To name just one
example, Nestlé and Kraft, along with other major companies, have admitted
to finding child and slave labour conditions within their coffee and cacao supply
chains.49 In response to growing consumer concern and pressure from civil society
groups, Nestlé, Walmart and other companies have developed codes of conduct
to protect workers from exploitive labour practices. Companies have made some
efforts to inform their suppliers of these ethical codes, however, they continue to
place tremendous pressure on their suppliers to produce high volumes for the
lowest possible cost. As such, labour abuse is built into the system, even if not
publicly condoned by the food and beverage industry.
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Corporate control of public policy surges

Ultimately, consolidation not only enables dominant companies to increase their
market share, but also provides them with the ability to set the terms of the debate
and defend the status quo.
A November 2016 report by ProPublica revealed that in the US, university-affiliated
economists are frequently hired by corporations to convince government regulators
that proposed mega-mergers do not threaten competition.50 However, their
recommendations are presented as independent expertise rather than as lobbying
work.The scholars use complex economic forecasting models to predict the effects
of mergers, but the reports are not made public, and after a merger is approved, the
U.S government no longer has access to the companies’ proprietary data, making it
difficult to verify these forecasts.
Corporations have long held significant power to influence government policy, far
beyond advocating against anti-trust measures. Since 1979, the number of employees
in the US government responsible for giving legislators unbiased fact-based evidence
has declined by 40%,51 leaving policy-makers reliant on lobbyists for information.52
Concentration of power allows corporations to have major influence on the global
governance of food systems, especially international trade policies and agreements.53
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The investor-state dispute settlement systems (ISDS) written into bilateral investment
treaties have allowed companies to sue foreign governments if changes in national policies
affect company profits. Investor-state trials most frequently benefit large businesses. To date,
72% of ISDS cases have been filed against developing and emerging economies,54 and most
of these cases were won by the investors.55
In brief, consolidation is shifting the focus of food system governance away from local and
national governments and into the hands of a limited number of increasingly dominant
multinational firms, allowing public policy to prioritize private profit-driven interests
instead of the public good.
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Recommendations
Create new governance structures:
a UN treaty for transnational oversight of agri-food consolidation

Addressing the impact of industry concentration requires a strong and innovative
global governance approach to complement national oversight. Given the explosion
in global M&A activity, the economic scale of the merged entities, and the many
social, environmental and economic consequences described above, the lack of a
multilateral agreement to address corporate concentration is a major deficit.
We recommend a collaborative global assessment of the impact of corporate
concentration in food systems. Diverse intergovernmental bodies such as the FAO,
the Committee on World Food Security, the Convention on Biological Diversity,
among others, should work together to monitor and evaluate the impacts of
increased concentration at various levels.
Furthermore, we propose the development of a UN treaty on competition that
directly addresses the differing needs and concerns of all member states. To this
end, the work at the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
in presenting a ‘Model Law on Competition Policy’ and the ‘Set of Multilaterally
Agreed Equitable Control of Restrictive Business Practices’ should be noted, as
they could provide the basis for developing a global treaty to be implemented by
national governments.
While some raise concerns over the difficulty of convincing European and North
American members to support the creation of such a treaty, the shifting power
balance towards the Global South is such that OECD countries would not be able
to block a Southern-initiated UN treaty, and would ultimately be forced to comply.
It will be a challenge to accommodate competing interests and the process may take
several years, however, a carefully constructed international agreement of this type
will create more transparent and equitable policies that could be integrated at the
domestic level.
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Break up the chain:
limit excessive power held by multi-national firms

We urge national policy makers, regulators and international agencies such as the
UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization to strengthen and enforce competition
laws in order to break up large companies within the agri-food sector.
Pesticide companies should not be able to own seed companies, nor farm machinery
companies control chemicals, seeds, or crop insurance. Similarly, intellectual property
restrictions that prohibit farmers from seed saving and exchange should be removed,
as well as forbidding company proprietary rights on farm machinery that prevents
farmers from accessing data and even repairing their own equipment. Companies
should be prohibited from marketing seeds whose viability and/or productivity
depends on the application of a companion chemical licensed to or controlled by
that company.
In short, the excessive influence of dominant firms made possible by mega-mergers
should be balanced by breaking up the largest companies and redistributing power
across the agri-food sector.
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Embrace ‘wide-tech’:
support diversified and decentralized innovation
In contrast to the current high-tech approach that governs knowledge and innovation,
we propose a shift towards a ‘wide-tech’ paradigm that would propel agri-food
systems towards diversified and decentralized innovation, locally-applicable and open
access knowledge. Wide-tech, a term coined by the ETC Group, refers to highlydecentralized smallholder-led innovation practices, such as local farms, processing
facilities or fisheries.56 Wide-tech embraces the principles of traditional, local or
indigenous knowledge systems, many of which have allowed producers to effectively
share research and in turn drive innovation.
We urge national governments to invest in and enable the coexistence between hightech and wide-tech approaches. Under the right conditions, high-tech innovations
could complement rather than displace location-specific innovations. Big Data could
be extremely beneficial if leveraged by open-source analytical tools, whether to
understand the spread of pests, to monitor changes in climatic conditions, or to
develop new farming practices.

Conclusion
Agri-food companies have become too big to feed humanity sustainably, too big to
operate on equitable terms with other food system actors, and too big to deliver
the types of innovation we need. More mega-mergers are underway and without a
significant change in course, will continue to consolidate an already oligopolistic agrifood sector. International agencies, civil society organizations, national governments
and regulators need urgently to take action to re-create a food system that meets
everyone’s needs.
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